
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moscatel  
Adega de Favaios 
Colheita 1999 

Garrafa  50cl 
5601752080026 

Alcoholic content - 18.80% | pH - 3.45 | Total acidity- 4.32 g/L | Sugar 
- 153 g/L | Baumé - 5.6

This wine is ideal to nish a meal. It is especially suited for great lovers of 
aged fortied wines.

Not recommended for pregnant women and strictly forbidden to 
persons under 18. 

It should be served chilled between 12ºC and 13ºC. Once opened, the 
wine retains its qualities for approximately 1 month.Contains sultes.

The long years of ageing in wood helped develop and make the wine's 
aromatic prole even more complex, as well as its avour. It is a ne 
example of the best Muscatel wines made on the Favaios plateau.

After careful selection of the best grapes from Favaios, they were 
macerated and fermented by traditional regional processes. Alcoholic 
fermentation is very short, and right after the cap rises most of the must is 
drawn off and the marc is applied. A small part of the must carries on 
fermenting and macerating with the skins for a few more days and only 
later is this richly aromatic must fortied. The rst and second fortied 
musts are then blended and stored in very old wooden vats where the 
wine slowly ages, improving its bouquet over decades.

1999 was one of the most generous years for the Muscatel grape quality 
in Favaios. The grapes achieved a remarkable concentration which gave 
rise to this Muscatel wine full of aromas typical of the variety.

Despite long years of ageing, this Muscatel still presents some of the 
most characteristic aromas of the grape variety, such as citrus fruits, 
lime and orange blossom. Honey, raisin, dried g and caramel aromas 
are also very pronounced, giving it a great complexity. The avour 
displays the typical softness of Moscatel de Favaios, extremely well-
balanced by the plateau's typical acidity.

The bottles should be stored upright, because they have been closed 
with Bar Top stoppers, in a dry, cool place, avoiding excessive direct 
sunlight. This wine does not need aging in the bottle so it is ready to drink 
right after bottling. 

TECHNICAL DETAILS 

VINIFICATION AND AGING

TASTING NOTES

KEEPING

SERVING SUGGESTIONS

BRAND | Adega de Favaios |  |  Favaios, Douro  DESIGN. ORIG. | DOC REGION
Moscatel do Douro | SOIL  |  ALTITUDE | Schist Granite /Transition Between 450 and 
580 metres GRAPE VARIETIES VINTAGE |1999 |  | Moscatel Galego 100% | 
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